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Reading Book Distribution | Shrawan 2079
DSS students received their monthly reading book
of Shrawan. Every month, our students read one
English and Nepali reading book which aims to
enhance their language skill and establish a reading
culture.

Reading Book Grading | Asar 2079
Sifal School students appeared in the grading
process of the monthly reading books they read in
the month of Asar. Every month, they read one
Nepali and one English fiction book. By the time
they graduate, they will read 288 books other than
the regular course books.

Using Scientific Calculator
Laxman Adhikari, the faculty of the Mathematics
Department conducted a session on 'Handling of
scientific calculators, DESMOS and other graph
platforms' for the students in High School
Freshmen, and Sophomore years.

Field Visit (Grade 9, 10 & 12) - SEM I
The students of Grade 9, 10 and 12 of High School
visited Deerwalk Auto Services (DAS) as a part of
their regular field visit. They observed the
mechanical works conducted there. They also
interacted with the women Mechanical workers of
DAS.

Big Sibling (Block 2, SEM 1, 2079)
The students had a Big Sibling meeting of Block 2,
Semester 1. This block they discussed with their
siblings on multiple agendas, one of the major was
'My Creative Diary'. Every block they have their
formal meeting.
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Appreciation Card | Block 2, 2079
The Appreciation Card is the positive reward
system at Sifal School. Each block, students receive
the Appreciation Card from their teachers in
different categories of the 'Academic Fundamental'
that Sifal School has defined. This aims to motivate
and encourage the students to perform better.

Deerwalk Sifal Night 2079 | ES
Sifal School (DSS) hosted the Deerwalk Sifal Night
I at the Elementary School Level (Grade 1-4) on
Shrawan 6. In the event, the students from Grade 1 -
4 demonstrated different forms of the performing
arts they have learned.
Performing Arts is one of the major focus at Sifal
School. Under the performing arts a multitude of
courses is taught which at this time includes dance,
music, visual arts, athletics, yog and meditation,
theater, vocal, and taekwondo ITF. All courses are
taught for Grade 1-4 while a particular category of

performing arts is taught through exclusive school
clubs for grades 5-12.

Block Test and Report Distribution | Block 2,
2079
Sifal School students took the Block Test of Block 2
for the Academic Year 2079. This is the part of the
'Continuous Assessment System - CAS' that Sifal
School practices to evaluate the performance of
students from Shrawan 9 - 11 and students received
the corrected answer sheets of the Block 2 test on
Shrawan 23.

DSSTalk 2079 | MS and HS
In Middle School DSS Talk - Topic session, Pasang
Doma Sherpa, Ananya Bhurtel and Suphiyana
Ghimire bagged the title “Winner of DSSTalk - Free
Topic Session, the Year 2079” for their respective
grades 5, 6, 7 and 8.
As for High School (Grade 9 & 10), Sunabi
Pokharel bagged the title “Winner of DSSTalk -
Presentation Session, the Year 2079'. Her
presentation topic was, 'Glossophobia'.
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Deerwalk Poetry Night 2079 | DSS
Deerwalk Poetry Night is the annual event of Sifal
School that runs for around 2 months with a
selection round, then quarter-final to the semi-final,
and very competitive students make their place at
the Grand Finale as the finalist.
This year, Jiya Sapkota, Grade 10 student earned
the title 'Champion of the Deerwalk Poetry Night
2079 in Nepali Language Category', while Yureka
Adhikari, Grade 6 student earned the title
'Champion of the Deerwalk Poetry Night 2079 in
English Language Category'.

Grade 11 Hiking | Block 2, SEM I
The students of High School Junior Year (Grade 11)
hiked from Taudaha to Champadevi on Shrawan 15.
The hike was adventurous, exciting, memorable,
and exhausting. There was active participation and
coordination of all the teammates.

Publication Orientation | Block 2
Students attended the Publication Orientation
session to watch and know about the different
online placeholders of the school where our digital
contents are published. They watched our multiple
video publications published in the 2nd block of the
1st semester.

School Level President | 2079
Ishan Adhikari, the student of the High School
Senior Year is appointed as the High School
President for the Academic Year 2079.
To earn the title, he had competed with other
applicants and spoke on “Why should I be the High
School Level President?” Out of all the competitors,
he was the winner and thus is appointed as the High
School President. Wish you all the best for a
successful tenure.
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Deerwalk Complex Tour
The students of Grade 1 (Kanchanjunga) did the
tour of the entire Deerwalk Complex which aimed
at letting them know the different locations and
students’ centers. They also took note of the things
they observed in their tour. The little students were
excited to take the tour of their entire campus.
Doing the 'Deerwalk Complex Tour' was entirely
the idea of Grade 1 students. They showed their
interest and shared the idea of a tour with their
School Head. Since their idea was found to be
realistic from their perspective, the school has
developed a proper plan and schedule for the tour.

House Wise Competition
As part of the House Wise Competition at the
Elementary School Level, Debate Competition was
organized. Eva Shrestha (Grade 2, Karnali House )
was the winner from the competitors of Grade 1 &
2, while Pranav Pandey (Grade 4, Mahakali House)
was the winner from the competitors of the Grade 3
& 4. Congratulations to the winners.

Open Mic I, 2079
DSS Music club took the Sagarmatha Hall and
conducted the event Open Mic I of the Academic
Year 2079. In this live show, club members, and
audiences tried out their materials and were given
the opportunity to perform on stage.

HamroPalama | Block 2, 2079
In HamroPalama of this block, Mr. Maheswor
Bhattarai (grandfather of Akshita Bhattarai - Grade
3) shared his experience with the students.
HamroPalama is the regular calendar activity of
DSS where our grandparents/guardians speak to the
students sharing their experiences in various fields
and comparing the situations now and then.
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Science Talk | Block 2, 2079
Prof. Dr. Mukesh Kumar Chalise, noteworthy
Nepalese Ecologist, and a researcher of endangered
species spoke to the students of High School as a
part of the school's regular calendar activity -
Science Talk. Prof. Chalise is a recipient of the
Education Award from Government of Nepal in
1998 and was also awarded Mahendra Vidhya
Bhushan - I (Nepal). He received Conservation
award from American Society Primatologists
in1996. His talk was on 'Research techniques used
in biological study and Evolution of intelligence in
animals'.

ParentsTalk | Block 2, 2079
Dr. Anand Chaudary, father of Aayotrie Chaudhary
(Grade 8) spoke to the students about 'Personal
Experience of Being a Scientist'.

Thank you, Dr. Chaudhary, for being with us.
ParentsTalk is the regular calendar activity of Sifal
School.

BookTalk | Block 2, 2079
Mr. Niranjan Kunwar (Nepali author) spoke to the
students of Middle School in the BookTalk Session
of the Block 2, semester 1. The students of Middle
School had read his book, “Between Queens and
The Cities” as a part of the monthly reading book of
the month Falgun, 2078.


